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IT’S PODCAST TIME THE DUNCAN TRUSSELL
FAMILY HOUR

VAUDEVILLE
AT THE CAMBIE

ANTI-SWEATSHOP

By now, you’ve likely heard the term
“podcast” thrown around a million times:
comedians, news broadcasting networks,
cartoonists, videogame developers

Dating back to the 1860s, burlesque
ushered in a new era of entertainment. The flood of sexy, ribald acts
took North America by storm, rousing the ardor of audiences from
Florida to Victoria.

VIU students have launched a campaign to make the campus sweatshop-free.
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On
Vending
Machines

Leah Myers
Editor-In-Chief
The Navigator

An open
letter to
cursive

Drew McLachlan
Associate Editor
The Navigator

Over the past week, our beautiful province has been home to one of the biggest vending
machine-related controversies in recent memory. No, the Coca-Cola from last September
hasn’t returned to the VIU library (although the ones in building 345 continue to live out
their second lives as political message boards). The vending machines in question, located in
downtown Vancouver, used to sell sandwiches and candy—but now dispense crack pipes.
Well, not just crack pipes, but crack-smoking kits, which include mouthpieces, screens, filters, push sticks, and alcohol swabs—nearly everything but the rock itself.
While similar measures have been carried out before in the city, these vending machines
have brought the issue of “harm reduction,” the practice of reducing the amount of disease,
injury, and death caused by engaging in high risk behaviour like smoking crack, back into
the national dialogue. Like anything that runs contrary to our federal government’s positions,
having a frank discussion about it could do us some good, collectively. Unfortunately, as you
may have already guessed, the recent media attention has also marked a revival of Rob Ford
jokes, as the mayor of Toronto paid Metro Vancouver a visit late last month. But let’s ignore
Ford forever, please.
The Portland Hotel Society (PHS), who implemented the program, hopes that the
machines will curb the spread of the HIV and Hepatitis C, which are all too common among
hard drug users. The machines sell crack-smoking kits for 25 cents each and are decorated
with colourful polka-dots, which PHS hopes will also help to eliminate the stigma that
addicts often feel when searching for or purchasing clean tools. The pipes are made of pyrex,
and are more resistant to heat and less likely to break than their glass counterparts. The kits
are placed in cardboard containers, so no, they will not break every time the machine dispenses one. While the non-profit group compares the machines to InSite, Vancouver’s safe
heroin injection site, the powers that be disagree. Federal health spokesperson Steve Outhouse referred to the comparison between heroin needles and crack pipes as “apples and
oranges.”
Whether or not you see addiction as a disease, there are clearly symptoms caused by a
large amount of the populace suffering from addiction. These vending machines, as long as
they remain used, could have a huge impact on relieving some of these symptoms, most notably the spread of disease. Still, I’m doubtful that these machines could provide a serious solution to the problem itself: addiction. A fully equipped safe smoking site very well could. Not
only would clean, safe tools be available, but addicts would be coming into regular contact
with addiction specialists and other materials designed to help them. They would be using in
a private room with a healthcare specialist, rather than in public, as many addicts are either
homeless or in group homes.
Some detractors, such as Health Minister Rona Ambrose, see the vending machines as
only perpetuating the problem of addiction. Ambrose told Sun News that “products that
legitimize and encourage illegal drug use should not be celebrated.”
But do harm reduction initiatives really encourage drug use? I find it hard to believe that
there is anybody out there, silently waiting for an opportunity to ruin their lives, only held
back by the lack of clean, cheap crack pipes in the city. Nobody wants to be a drug addict,
and I doubt that anybody in that situation right now was led astray by a boxing day sale at
the local head shop.
While most discussion drug laws lately have been focused on liquor licensing or the
legalization/decriminalization of recreational drugs like marijuana, conversations on drug
addiction and harm reduction are often swept under the rug—or under the vending machine.
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Personal Credits Notice

If you received a Common Experience Payment, you could get
$3,000 in Personal Credits for educational programs and services.
The Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement.
The healing continues.
Since 2007, almost 80,000 former students have received
a Common Experience Payment (“CEP”) as part of the
Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement. CEP
recipients are now eligible to receive non-cash Personal
Credits of up to $3,000, for either themselves or certain
family members, for educational programs and services.
What are Personal Credits? Personal Credits may
be used for a wide range of educational programs and
services, including those provided by universities,
colleges, trade or training schools, Indigenous Institutions
of Higher Learning, or which relate to literacy or trades,
as well as programs and services related to Aboriginal
identities, histories, cultures or languages.
How much are Personal Credits?
Adequate funds are available for each
CEP recipient to receive up to $3,000
in Personal Credits, depending on
your approved educational expenses.

the terms and conditions. Personal Credits of multiple
CEP recipients can be combined to support a group
learning activity.
How can I get Personal Credits? Each CEP recipient
will be mailed an Acknowledgement Form. If you do
not receive an Acknowledgement Form by the end of
January 2014, please call 1-866-343-1858. Completed
Acknowledgement Forms should be returned as soon
as possible and must be postmarked no later than
October 31, 2014.

How do I redeem my Personal Credits? Once
approved, you will be sent a personalized Redemption
Form for each individual using Personal Credits at each
educational entity or group. Once
the Form is received, provide it to the
CEP recipients have the option of
educational entity or group listed.
sharing their Personal Credits with
The educational entity or group
certain family members, such as:
must then complete and mail back
• Spouses
• Children
the Redemption Form postmarked
• Grandchildren • Siblings
no later than December 1, 2014.

Which educational entities and
groups are included? A list of
approved educational entities and groups has been jointly
developed by Canada, the Assembly of First Nations
and Inuit representatives. If an educational entity or
group is not on the list, please consult the website for
more information.

Will I receive a cheque? No. Cheques will be issued
directly to the educational entity or group providing
the service.
Who can use Personal Credits? CEP recipients can
use the full amount themselves or give part or all of
their Personal Credits to certain family members such
as a spouse, child, grandchild or sibling, as defined in

What happens to unused Personal Credits?
The value of unused Personal Credits will be
transferred to the National Indian Brotherhood
Trust Fund and Inuvialuit Education Foundation for
educational programs.
For more information, including how Personal Credits can
be redeemed by certain family members of CEP recipients
that are deceased, visit www.residentialschoolsettlement.
ca or call 1-866-343-1858.
The IRS Crisis Line (1-866-925-4419) provides
immediate and culturally appropriate counselling
support to former students who are experiencing distress.

1-866-343-1858 • www.residentialschoolsettlement.ca
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Anti-sweatshop
Blake Deal
The Navigator
VIU students have launched a
campaign to make the campus
sweatshop-free.
The campaign is asking VIU
to take on an ethical purchasing
policy and join the Workers Rights
Consortium.
The Workers Rights Consortium
is an organization of colleges and
universities that certifies companies
that adhere to ethical employment

standards.
VIU
Students’
Union
Chairperson Kirsten Brooker
said “working with sweatshop
manufacturers is an endorsement
of unsafe, unfair, and unethical
labour practices.”
Sweatshops are known for not
following labour laws, such as not
paying well, forcing long hours,
lack of safety, and in some extreme
cases have employed children as
young as the age of five.
The students’ union hopes to
present a petition with signatures
from at least 25 per cent of the

campus by the end of the semester.
Director of External Relations
Richard Harlow said students
interested in getting involved or
willing to sign the petition, can go
to the students’ union building and
sign the petition there.
Harlow said there is a lot of
clothing purchased and sold on
campus, so this is a big issue. Not
only is there the clothing in the
bookstore, but there are multiple
clubs and teams that need uniforms.
“The hairdressing department, the
culinary department, the trades
programs, and the sports teams all

need to buy uniforms or jerseys,”
he said.
Harlow wants students to know
that this doesn’t mean they can’t
wear the clothes they already
have. “A lot of students ask if
this means they can’t wear the
clothes they own, but this is just
about the university buying and
selling,” he said.
Harlow said he hopes students
will take it upon themselves to
look into the places they buy
clothes from. “Many people don’t
know if the clothes they wear are
from a sweatshop. The companies

that don’t use sweatshops are
usually telling you they don’t, and
other places, like Superstore, are
notorious for using them,” he said.
Harlow said doubling the
wages of a sweatshop worker
would increase the price of shirts
by 17 cents.
“These companies not only
don’t meet Canada’s work
standards, but they don’t meet the
standards of their own country,”
he said.
More information can be
found in pamphlets in the
students’ union building.

Comedy tour spans Island
Molly Barrieau
The Navigator

Photo by Kelly Whiteside
From left: Muhami, Thiara, Leduc, Hughes
Bottom: Dobbs

In the candlelit basement of the
ACMe Food Co. restaurant, five
young men took to the small stage
the night of Friday, February 7 to
perform the second show of their
Vancouver Island Comedy Tour.
The hilarious tour showcases
just a few of the up-and-coming
comedians that call the Island
their home.
The culturally diverse group has
already performed half of their tour
of Vancouver Island, beginning in
Duncan on Thursday, February 6.
Sirtaj Thiara, the producer and
opener of the tour, stepped onto
the one-person stage wearing an
Oakland Raiders Letterman and
baggy sweats. He sipped his beer
between jokes, bringing the everchanging Toronto Mayor Rob Ford
to his docket with his combination
of Canada’s most popular truck and
the drunk politician as the “Rob
Ford super-duty 1500”—the new
truck “runs on alcohol and always
has crack in the windshield.”
“This is my second set ever,”
jokes Thiara, a VIU student whose
three-and-a-half year career as a
comic brought him to this tour.
Throughout the evening, he was
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comfortably laughing at his own
jokes and cheering on his comrades
from the bar.
The MC and host, Tyler Hughes,
kept the audience smiling between
sets with varied quips, from “the
five ways to tell if she’s Native”
to “why sloths would make great
pets,” explaining that sloths are just
“really slow monkeys with swords
on their hands” and clawing at the
air. Hughes is an aspiring actor,
working on small projects with
APTN. His very short stint on the
Canadian show Arctic Air as an
extra has become the butt-end of
his jokes, blaming the unfortunate
cast-off to a bee-sting.
Curran Dobbs followed in a
mismatched suit and growing
beard. He began his set with a selfdeprecating acoustic song about
his comedy career and its difficult
earnings, addressing the audience as
“ladies and everyone else.” Peering
at the audience between his hair
and glasses, Dobbs showed his love
for creating puns with his version
of a turtle’s death as “rigortortoise.”
He compares himself to Rain Man,
only cooler—“I’m like Snow Man.”
Michael Muhami, the last
comedian of the night, attributes
his comfortable approach on stage
to “lots of practice and repetition.”
Muhami, who began stand-up
last summer, ended the Nanaimo

show on a high note, with the
audience in agreement with his
stories as a cashier at Safeway and
his constant confusion about
vegetables and their specific
codes, explaining that the worst
people to see at the register were
“white guys with dreadlocks—
they love fruits and veggies.”
“We just want to spread the
humour,” said Hughes. The
core group of guys will continue
together, hoping to create more
shows, hosting at more venues
as it happens. Other comedians
appearing on the tour include Phil
Leduc, Mikey Dubs, Daryl Shaw,
Naveed Aziz, and Nick Schols.
Go! Island promoted the tour on
January 30, interviewing two of the
comedians, with Hughes climbing
a lamppost in the background and
Thiara’s contagious laugh filling the
interview from the back-and-forth
banter between the friends.
The comedic group will be
in Port Alberni at the Rainbow
Room on February 22 and back in
Victoria on March 2. Tickets are
$10, available at the door. More
information is available on the
Vancouver Island Comedy Tour
and Taj Inc. Facebook pages.
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Cedar
skatepark opens
Blake Deal
The Navigator
The construction of Cedar’s new
skateboard park has finished and is
now open to the public.
On February 1, the park
that has taken over ten years to
build opened to skaters. The park
is located on the south-eastern
corner of the Cedar Community
Secondary School property off of
Walsh Road.
“The Cedar community has
waited over ten years for this park,
and I have noticed at least three
dozen youth using the facility

every day since it opened,” said
Alec McPherson, Regional District
of Nanaimo Director for Electoral
Area A. “I understand that the
official youth rating for the skate
park is ‘sick’, so it looks like we got
the design right. The official grand
opening is set for May 24, 2014,
and I look forward to celebrating
with the community.”
The park is 930 square metres
with obstacles built for beginner
and intermediate riders. The park
can hold up to 50 people at any
given time.
“Over the years, we have had
a tremendous amount of support
from the community for building a

skate park in our area, and the youth
were extremely involved in the
development and design process,”
said Vicki Suddaby, Chair of the
Cedar Skate Park Association. “It
was exciting to receive the funding
we needed to move ahead with the
construction.”
The construction of the park cost
$589K. The province contributed
$439,410 through the Community
Regeneration Grant, the RDN gave
$99.5K, and the Cedar community
fundraised $50K.
Though the park is now open
to the public, the official grand
opening is scheduled for May 24.

Photos by Stephanie Brown

Nanaimo Gardens AGM
Blake Deal
The Navigator
 e Nanaimo Community Gardens
Th
Society (NCGS) is getting ready to
hold their annual general meeting.
With stores beginning to bring
out gardening displays, and days
getting longer, the society is getting
ready for growing season.
The NCGS is hoping to

make big changes in greenhouse
operations this year and possibly
begin setting up a new greenhouse.
In the past, the NCGS has
sold locally produced vegetable,
herb, and flower seedlings grown
without the use of chemicals and
are working on finding a new place
to operate for the 2015 season.
The AGM is scheduled for
March 23 from 2-3pm at Pacific
Gardens Cohousing at 347

Seventh St. Topics covered include
gleaning, greenhouse growing, and
hands-on gardening. There will
also be a presentation and report
on society programs and activities
from 2013.
Anyone interested in filling
the vacancy on the board of
directors can contact <info@
nanaimocommunitygardens.ca.>
There will be an opportunity
to provide feedback, and if you
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answer a short survey, you have the
opportunity to win a garden related
prize.
For more information, phone
250-816-GROW, or visit the website
at nanaimocommunitygardens.ca.
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Earn your credits in only 7 weeks!
For course selection, visit
viu.ca/summersession

Get ahead with your academic studies this summer.
A wide range of University credit courses are offered.
Check your online student record for details.
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Registration
b

egins March

3.

112-02-6966

Apply Now!
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Focus on youth,
training in
Federal budget
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Lack of funding
results in minimal drug
tests at
varsity level
Photo
byMinister
Jane Lytvynenko/CUP
Finance
Jim Flaherty at the announcement of the 2013 budget.
Photo by Jane Lytvynenko Canadian University Press

Erica Whyte
The Ryersonian
Toronto (CUP) — Lance
Armstrong did it. Alex Rodriguez
did it. Barry Bonds did it. What’s
stopping varsity athletes from
doing it?
Every Olympic year, major
cutbacks are made to drug testing
at the varsity level because of the
increased testing done on Canadian
Olympians and Paralympians. This
year, only about one per cent of
varsity athletes will undergo drug
testing because of tight budgeting
and the Sochi Olympics.
Michel Belanger, the manager
of communications for Canadian
Interuniversity Sport (CIS), says
that the Olympics put a strain on
an already limited number of tests.
“Some years we have 100
(drug) tests, some years 350 tests,”
said Belanger. “When it’s an
Olympic year, we might not have
that many tests available.”
The battle against performanceenhancing drugs is monitored
at the varsity level by CIS, the
national governing body for sports
at Canadian universities. CIS
manages 10,000 varsity athletes
who are currently enrolled at 54
universities nationwide. Among
other things, the CIS is responsible
for administration of, and
education about, drug testing.
“The only reason we don’t do
more testing is money. Money is
the name of the game,” Belanger
said. One drug tests can cost
between $500 and $1,000.
Only a handful of Ryerson
University’s varsity athletes have
ever been tested.
Cassandra McNichol, a

women’s varsity hockey player, was
one of those few athletes. “When I
was tested, it was through random
pick,” she said. “There was no
warning for them to show up; it
was a surprise.”
She says that she’s been told
CIS does random drug-testing
for teams that have a large group
of people who perform well,
“to ensure their performance is
natural,” not drug-enhanced.
Tyler Nella, a Ryerson student
and former Canadian Olympian,
says he was subject to multiple
drug tests in the year leading up
to his performance in the 2010
Vancouver Olympics.
“They’ll come test you whenever
they want, without notice,” he said.
“You’ll have to fill out six months
in advance of exactly where you’ll
be and they’ll show up. One day,
they came to my house at six o’clock
in the morning.” Nella and his
Canadian teammates were all tested
at least once.
“They would come to the
gym [where Canadian Olympians
trained] in Calgary and pick people
like ‘you, you, you, you.’ Every
single person gets tested,” Nella
recalled. “They were so intense
about it.”
Stephanie White, the associate
director of athletics at Ryerson,
agrees that continual testing
of Olympians is necessary, but
perhaps alternate, less-costly drug
testing should be explored on a
varsity level.
“It would be great if we had
other methods to keep a more
consistent testing in university
sports year over year, or even
test more sports,” she said. “It’s
obviously a funding issue.”

Jane Lytvynenko
Canadian University
Press
Ottawa (CUP) — In a bid to foster
job creation, the Conservative
budget, presented on Februry 11,
took a student and training focus.
Aiming to ease debt loads and
address a “skills mismatch,” the
Economic Action Plan introduced
new programs and changes in
funding to existing government
initiatives like apprenticeships,
internships, and research funding.
“Creating
jobs
and
opportunities remains our
government’s top priority,” said
Finance Minister Jim Flaherty
in his budget speech to the
House of Commons. “We’re
making sure that opportunities
are there for everyone.”
In an initiative to train new
workers for available jobs, the
Economic Action Plan 2014
announced changes to the Canada
Job Grant program, which was
created with last year’s budget.
The new program will be launched
this year and direct up to $15k
per trainee in funding from the
government and employer.
Since its introduction the
program was met with pushback
by the provinces, who were
originally asked to provide $5k of
the $15k funding.
Liberal Leader Justin Trudeau
said the Conservatives promised
the grant a year ago and were
not able to deliver. Although the
program is set to begin April 1,
Leader of the Opposition Tom
Mulcair is also skeptical.
“This cannot be done without
the provinces,” he said to journalists
on Parliament Hill.
While employers are still
responsible for providing a third
of the grant, the budget says if
provinces refuse to negotiate an
agreement, the remainder of the
funding will be provided directly
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through Service Canada. Employers
will also be able to provide their
share of the grant through wages,
reducing the burden of coming up
with $5k up front.
The new budget also created the
Canada Apprentice Loan as a part of
the Canada Student Loans Program.
The loan will “provide apprentices
registered in Red Seal trades with
access to over $100 million in
interest-free loans each year.”
An apprentice will be eligible
for up to $4k in loans per period
of training. The budget says
“at least 26,000 apprentices are
expected to apply.”
“Any time interest-free loans
are made available to students,
it’s a positive step,” said Jon
Champagne, Canadian Alliance
of Student Associations (CASA)
national director.
CASA chair Amanda Neilsen
agreed and said the budget—and
loan program—are “a step in the
right direction.”
Canadian
Federation
of
Students (CFS) national chairperson
Jessica McCormick was not as
happy with the new loans program.
She said rather than adding to the
constantly growing student debt in
the country, the government needs
to allocate funds to grants and nonrepayable assistance.
Another
project,
the
Flexibility and Innovation in
Apprenticeship and Technical
Training, is aimed at encouraging
innovative training techniques for
technical apprentice training.
While only a pilot project,
the FIATT will have the ability to
support 12 multi-year programs
implementing training techniques
such
as
simulators,
video
conferencing, and online learning.
FIATT will see $13 million in
funding over four years, starting this
year.
The
Youth
Employment
Strategy overseen by the government
annually receives $300 million for
skills and experience acquisition.

The government will review
the program to “align it with
the evolving realities of the job
market.” According to the budget,
the program will likely focus on
science, technology, engineering,
math, and skilled trade sectors.
Also, as a part of the Youth
Employment
Strategy,
the
federal government announced
a reallocation of $15 million per
year for 1,000 internships in small
and medium-sized businesses.
McCormick said there are 400,000
young people seeking jobs in
Canada and “the investment would
only affect about one per cent.”
To help with the job search,
the government will also make
changes to the National Job Bank,
modernizing it and making it easy
to use.
The
federal
government
acknowledged that the vehicle
assessment for the Canada Student
Loans program has not been adjusted
since 1995. The Conservatives say
they will eliminate the current $5k
exemption for vehicles, meaning
students who own them can
increase their loan amount.
Nielsen said lobbying against
the vehicle exemption is a longtime goal for CASA. She is happy
the government decided to tackle
the problem, saying “that’s going
to give students $8 million in
financial aid that didn’t exist and
improve access.”
However, McCormick said
eliminating the vehicle exemption
barely scratches the surface.
“The vehicle exemption will
help some students who have cars,
but the vast majority of people that
are accessing the Canada Student
Loans program could benefit from
non-repayable assistance.”
Flaherty said the government is
on track to balancing the budget next
year as projected.
“We don’t want to pass on our
debts to future generations,” he said.
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It’s my time
Emily Olesen
Contributor
Back in the ‘60s, he shared the
stage with legendary rockers
such as Rick James and David
Clayton-Thomas, yet Youbou
musician Allan Morrison proves
he’s more than just a rock-androll footnote. The 65-year-old
drummer, now a security worker
at the Nanaimo Airport, is currently immersed in an ambitious
recording project with another
Canadian garage rock relic.
“I’m the kind of guy that
doesn’t like to go backwards,”
he says, reclining on a chair. He
looks out the window and grins.
“It’s nice to reminisce, but I don’t
really like to go back. I just like to
go forward.”
Morrison, who resembles a
finely-aged Peter Fonda (with every
ounce of Fonda’s understated coolness), started taking music seriously at age 16, enrolling in drumming lessons to hone his technique
and learn how to sight read. Soon
after, the suburban Toronto teenager joined The Just Us, a weekend R&B band that frequented the
clubs and coffee houses of Toronto’s Yorkville Village, circa 1965.
“[Yorkville is] still there today,
of course,” says Morrison, “but
now it’s all high-class boutiques
and clothing stores. Back in the
day, the whole hippie scene was
happening there.”
Yorkville Village was Toronto’s
answer to New York’s Greenwich
Village and San Francisco’s HaightAshbury district—a counter culture nucleus teeming with musical talents like Joni Mitchell, Neil

Young, and Gordon Lightfoot, and
dotted with bohemian hotspots
such as the Purple Onion and the
Mynah Bird Club.
In early 1966, Morrison left
the group to join The Bossmen,
who subsequently backed vocalist
David Clayton-Thomas. The group
soon released the song “Brainwashed,” featuring strong anti-war
lyrics atop a snarling, jazz-infused
track: “We won ourselves a victory/
The casualties were light/Judging
by the news machine/It ain’t much
of a fight/60 million people in all
of Vietnam/85 per cent of them
don’t give a damn!” Needless to say,
the single didn’t fare well south of
the border.
Morrison was backing the
Bossmen when he first met a young
Rick James (Ricky James Matthews, as he was known around
the village). In 1964, long before
he was caricatured by Dave Chappelle, a then-16-year-old James
arrived on the thriving Toronto circuit. The Buffalo, New York native
was AWOL from the United States
Navy. James soon found himself
fronting the interracial R&B group
the Mynah Birds, the house band
for The Mynah Bird Club. The
original lineup also included a very
young Neil Young on guitar.
Neil Merryweather was another member of both Just Us and The
Mynah Birds. “When you see Neil
Young today gyrating around and
moving like he does when he plays
a guitar solo,” he says, “you can
pretty much go back to those early
days and see him doing it then. He
developed his style in his Mynah
Bird days.”
Morrison adds that James
modeled his stage persona after

Mick Jagger and would often perform a repertoire of Rolling Stones
cover songs.
Morrison reminisces that
James was smitten with his ability to drum in “Second Line” or
New Orleans style, which was the
upbeat standard with acts such as
Wilson Pickett.
“I had gotten this down-pat
because this was the style we were
into,” says Morrison. “Ricky complimented me and then we went
for a walk in the village and got
to know each other. We traveled
around the village together and
were quite tight in those days. We
were good friends.”
Morrison initially declined
James’ offer to join his band, but he
reconsidered when Clayton-Thomas set his sights on New York and
The Bossmen folded. In June 1967,
Morrison joined The Mynah Birds
as they traveled south to Motown
Records to record a few demos
including “It’s My Time,” penned
by Young, who had since relocated
to California with Mynah Birds
bassist Bruce Palmer to form Buffalo Springfield.
The Mynah Birds, sans Morrison, had already been down to
Detroit once before to record an
album, but when Motown executives discovered that James was
AWOL, the project was shelved.
After he served time in jail, they
decided to give it another try—
especially the Neil Young song.
“[‘It’s My Time’] should have
been a hit,” says Morrison. “It
should have been a number one
song, and that’s what Motown
thought too. That’s why they
brought us down to do it again.”
Merryweather adds: “We were

signed to Motown and they put
us up at the Grand Hotel on West
Grand Boulevard, a block away
from Motown’s Hitsville studio
and offices. Motown owned another studio called Goldstar where we
rehearsed songs that Rick wanted
to record.”
Morrison
explains
that
Motown executives were excited to
sign the interracial R&B band. The
Mynah Birds wouldn’t be the first
in North America—former Stax
Records house band Booker T. and
the MGS had already released their
hit single “Green Onions” in 1962;
and Arthur Lee and Love, a racially diverse Los Angeles based rock
band, was in the midst of recording their magnum opus Forever
Changes, which coincidentally features a song produced by Young
himself. But the Mynah Birds
looked like they might become
another crossover act for Hitsville.
“Unfortunately, after we did
the demos, [James] ended up in
jail again,” says Morrison. However, James returned to Yorkville
and tried to rebuild the group once
again—without Morrison, who
had lost interest in the group.
Morrison returned to his
native Ireland, where he lived
for five years before returning to
Toronto. In 1986, he relocated to
Vancouver and arrived the exact
same day as Steve Fonyo put his
foot into the water at mile zero in
Victoria. He bought a property in
Youbou with his wife in 2004 and
took a job at the Nanaimo General Hospital as a Protection Services Officer. He soon befriended
co-worker Chris McPhie, a fellow
musician who runs a recording studio in Qualicum Beach, and was

inspired to take up production as a
musical outlet.
“I had my own teaching studio, and one of my guitar teachers was Ray Harvey (formerly of
Regina’s Kick Axe). Drivin Curran, our bass and keyboard player,
approached me to form The Radiators, and we were the house band
for five years at the Youbou Pub—
we’re still gigging and recording,”
he laughs.
Morrison recently began working with singer-songwriter Gordon
Dix Jr., a fellow alumnus of the
Yorkville scene, who now resides
in Victoria, BC. “The project I’m
working on now is giving me more
satisfaction than any other. Gordon’s songwriting talent is second
to none,” says Morrison. His voice
exudes enthusiasm.
Dix has penned four original
songs dedicated to The Beatles and
sent demo copies EMI. The demos
have also been released on CD Baby,
an indie music website. Dix says that
he is negotiating with a few record
labels for a larger release of the songs
and is also working on recording an
album’s worth of material.
“[The tribute songs] need to
be produced and perfected, but the
public will love them, especially in
England,” says Morrison. “Abbey
Road Studios is interested, and
we’ve had positive communication
from Peter Mew, who has engineered numerous albums there.”
Morrison claims that Paul
McCartney’s step sister Ruth, a
digital media entrepreneur, has also
expressed interest in the project.
“Berry Gordie of Motown started
with $500, so I am hoping that
we can get somewhere in that
area,” he jokes.

Morrison cut his musical teeth with Toronto’s The Just Us
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On poetry

Review on
Nori Japanese Restaurant
Shaleeta Harper
Contributor
The warm smell of jasmine tea
and the greetings of the head
chef provide a perfect entrance
to Nori Japanese Restaurant in
north Nanaimo. If you’re looking for an any-occasion restaurant, this is it. The rustic wood
and comfortably modern décor
invite you in with a mood that is
elegant but casual.
Seating in Nori snakes around
corners to provide ample room
while giving you the feeling that
it is small and cozy. Since you can
only see a few other people at a
time, it also makes the restaurant
somewhat quiet. If you want to
laugh and joke with the owners
and chefs, there’s always room at
the sushi bar, where you can watch
your meal be prepared.
Don’t come starving on a Friday night, because you will probably
have to wait for your meal, but for
the most part they keep it minimal.
Complementary Genmacha tea is
a treat and will hold your appetite
while waiting for the main dishes.
This is a Japanese green tea that has
roasted brown rice in the leaves to
give it a subtle nutty flavour.
The menu is large, with so
many options I had trouble deciding. I started with a favourite: ebi
sunomono, a Japanese salad with
rice noodles floating in a sweet
lemon-vinegar broth, with prawns,
cucumber, and shredded vegetables—it’s a simple dish that tastes
clean and fresh.
If you are coming for sushi,
bring friends. The rolls are large
enough that you might not be
able to eat more than one or two
alone, so it’s best to get a variety to
share. I came with a few friends, so

Molly Barrieau
The Navigator

I got the chance to sample several
dishes. First, I tried the rainbow
roll, priced at $10.99. The tamago,
or grilled egg, was perfectly sweet,
probably the best I’ve ever had, and
the seafood was very fresh.
I also tried the flaming viper
roll, a dungeness crab California
roll with inari (tofu), radish, and
unagi (eel). This was a new blend
of flavours that went well together, and the chef himself brought
the flaming roll to our table—
the presentation for this one was
head-turning.
The teriyaki chicken and beef
rolls were on the menu for those
less partial to sushi but still wanting something similar. They’re
$4.99 each and not visually
appealing, but were quite tasty.
We finished off the evening
with a dorayaki matcha dessert
at $6.99. The serving was large
enough that all five of us managed to try several bites, and it
was beautifully displayed—sweet
crispy pudding with a red bean
custard centre topped with the
delicate green tea matcha ice
cream, and the entire dish was
drizzled with caramel.
As we were leaving, the chef
fist-bumped us and wished us a
good night, which was a great
cap for the friendly evening. I
would recommend this restaurant to anyone wanting a friendly dining experience, from dates
where you want to impress, to
grabbing a quick meal alone,
to families or small gatherings. The prices range enough
for any budget, and the food
was notable for being fresh. It
was a great dining experience,
and I’ll be going back, at least
for another serving of dorayaki
matcha.

Philip Gordon
Contributor
Look up at the sky.
Depending on the day, you
probably saw either blue spattered
with white, or a grey overcast. Maybe it was raining. Maybe the sun was
bright. Maybe, if you were lucky,
there were birds flying through the
air, or a plane leaving a jetstream in
its wake. Whatever you saw, it contained, in some degree, the essence
of beauty—a palette of colour tones
richer than the most ambitious
painter’s toolbox, or a shawl of ash
that reminded you that somewhere
in the world there is a rejuvenating
chill of rain falling on the earth like
the tiny fingers of dancing stars. In
whatever way it took shape, you saw
something beautiful.
Poetry has, by and large, fallen by the wayside. The number of
people that read it is on a sharp
decline, and seems for all intents
and purposes to some days be next
to nothing. 2013 Gustafson poet
Michael Crummey recently gave
a talk at Vancouver Island University about “Surviving Poetry in the
21st Century,” as though beauty is
now a treacherous wasteland to be
navigated. There were many moving and poignant points made during his address, but most of them
seemed centred around the idea
that “poetry still matters to us (the
poetry enthusiasts),” rather than
“poetry should matter to everyone.”
Instead of a rallying cry to a group
of hopefuls, Crummey’s speech felt
more like a consolatory pat on the
shoulder—a “hang in there” instead
of a “rise up and conquer.”
It’s understandable that poetry is not a priority to most people. When people think of poetry,
they usually conjure up images
of dusty books filled with iambic

Street Survey

pentametre. What they don’t realize, however, is that poems are not
the sole form of poetry; they’re one
form, and certainly the most wellknown, but only because writing
and books have been the most
efficient method of communication for centuries. Poetry is, in
essence, the idea of communicating the beauty of life, whether
that beauty takes the form of a
verse about a pretty girl, a song
about summer, or an address to
the sky. But it can also be found in
the damp clouds of a rainy afternoon, the exhilarating thrill of a
tackle or touchdown pass during
a game of pickup football, a bittersweet goodbye to a lost lover,
or the irony in a bird-dropping in
the shape of a smiley-face on the
hood of your car. Poetry is stopping to say “this world is amazing,” in whatever form it takes.
When I asked Crummey about
sharing poetry with the world
at large, he seemed somewhat
stumped. He was quick to explain
that poetry was certainly important,
but didn’t seem to understand the
idea of reaching outside of books to
share it with people. What is amazing about the evolution of technology and social media today is that
we’ve been given tools to share
thought and information on a vaster
scale than anything ever imagined.
A single Facebook status or Tweet
can reach hundreds or thousands of
people. Usually, statuses and tweets
are reserved for updates telling our
friends about the burger we had for
lunch, but there’s no reason they
can’t be about beauty, poetry, or life.
Anyone can look at the sky and say
it’s beautiful, but not enough people do, and even fewer take the time
to share that beauty with others.
The future of poetry is uncertain. Scarcely sold collections of

verse might disappear from bookshelves completely, along with the
idea of physical books altogether,
but in a better future, poetry will
transcend the need for books. People all over the world might stop
and realize that everything around
them—music, television, movies,
sports, conversation, texts, tweets,
laughs, smiles, moments at every
interval of their life—contain within them the spark of something
poetic. Poetic thinking is the most
important part of poetry, not the act
of writing poems. Fancy language
and metaphors are what we use
now, because poetry is a languagebased medium and has been written down for so long that these are
some of the most poignant tools we
have to express the beauty around
us. Now, there’s no reason poetry
can’t be as simple as saying “Stop.
Look at the sky. Isn’t it beautiful?”
My request to everyone reading
this is to not be afraid of the word
“poetry.” Don’t think of “poems”
and remember metred verse and big
words written in a way you couldn’t
understand. Think about the sky,
the moon, the smile of your best
friend. Think about how everything
in life only happens once, and every
moment that we share with someone is a beautiful part of existence
that we are lucky to experience.
Think poetically. Tell people you
know about the things you find
wonderful, beautiful, inspirational.
Call yourself a poet if you feel it
in your heart. And for all the traditionalists stuck in books, don’t
give up. Read your poetry out loud.
Read it to everyone who will listen.
Say what needs to be said about life,
and do everything you can to make
people stop, think, and feel.
The world is a beautiful place.
Poetry just means taking the time to
notice it.

Does immigration have a positive effect on Canada?

Gabrielle Bishop

Kandace Morran

Zach Grigg

Brennan Hinchsliff

“Yeah, it’s absolutely necessary. I think Canadians, by the
lifestyles we choose, whether
that’s demanding access to certain services, products, and so
forth—we’re creating a society
where we need immigration.
We are a multicultural country
and we can’t really survive without immigrants. I think, generally, people have a negative perception of immigration, but it’s
not so much about being good
or bad—it’s necessary.”

“I think it makes Canada
seem welcoming. In terms of
employment, it might be harder for Canadians to find positions with certain jobs because
it’s easier to pay immigrants
less. I think that’s the biggest
concern for most people—certain fields are harder to get into
with more people coming in.”

“Yes and no. It creates job competition—some people coming
from other countries will be
willing to work for lower wages. It can take away from people
who are not willing to work for
cheap. It also creates diversity
and culture, so I think there are
pros and cons for sure.”

“If you make a list of pros and
cons, obviously the pros outweigh the cons. It’s like hosting
a party, but not letting anyone
through the front door. But at
the same time, if you’re hosting
a party, you have to make sure
the people coming through
your door are desirable. On top
of that, you gotta have a filter,
and you also have to have a
set number of people who can
come through that door.”
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Nanaimo Snoezelen Room

Leah Myers
The Navigator
Almost everyone has a schedule
they must adhere to––whether it’s
for school, work, or other commitments. But during a busy week,
who doesn’t want an hour to rock
out to AC/DC or fall asleep in a
large ball pit?
Visitors to Nanaimo’s only
Snoezelen room have the opportunity to do just that. The word
“Snoezelen” comes from two
Dutch words: “snuffelen,” meaning
to seek out or explore, and “doezelen,” which means to relax. Snoezelen rooms are both recreational and
therapeutic, appealing primarily
to individuals with developmental
disabilities or those with autism
spectrum disorder (ASD).
The Snoezelen room is located
on Cavan Street in Nanaimo, and
Sue Logan––the Nanaimo Snoezelen room’s attendant––says activity
is largely unstructured. For many
ASD adults living in group homes,
that’s its chief attraction.
“Group homes are very structured; from the time they get up to
the time they go to bed, somebody
is telling them what they’re eating,
what they’re wearing, where they’re
going,” she says. “There is no
expectation set when people visit
the room. This is probably the one
hour in the entire day that it’s all
about them. If they want to spend
an hour in the ball-pit, so be it.”
Like many new visitors, 16-year

-old Gabriel Stuart spent most of his
first visit swimming through the ballpit. Gabriel’s mom, Alexandria Stuart, is a Branch Coordinator of the
Autism Society of BC. She has seen
first-hand how Snoezelen rooms have
benefited her autistic son.
Gabriel was diagnosed with
autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
when he was around five years
old. He also has Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD), meaning his
body processes sensory information differently.
Gabriel has been going to sensory stimulation environments,
such as Snoezelen rooms, for the
last seven years, and Stuart says
she’s excited to see them becoming more popular. Gabriel is “not
an overly verbal kid,” she adds, but
Stuart reports that after spending
time in a Snoezelen environment,
he is more apt to say a few words to
express how he’s feeling.
“The benefits I see are that
he just seems calmer overall, more
regulated, more focused, more
verbal. If his body is regulated, he
is able to spend more of his brain
power on perhaps interacting
with me, which is not something
he does all the time.”
Because individuals with SPD
process sensory input (visual, auditory, touch) differently, they can
become anxious.
“They lose track of where their
body is in time and space,” explains
Stuart. “Snoezelen rooms are set up
with a real science behind the lighting and auditory tone. The oppor-

tunity to touch things of all surfaces,
and different types of things, will help
them reach a more regulated state so
they’re less anxious, and frankly just
lead a better quality of life.”
The Snoezelen room has been
open in Nanaimo since 2008, and
Logan, who has worked as the
attendant for almost two years,
says it’s the best job she’s ever
had. “I absolutely love what I do,”
she professes. “I love seeing all the
amazing little growths [in visitors]. They all do amazing things
in their own way.”
For example, Logan explains
how monumental it is when clients step out of their comfort
zones during a visit of the room.
“Stepping outside of the box is
huge. Going strictly from, say
the ball pit, to something different, can be a huge step. I think,
‘Wow, they did it,’ and they did
it without my help.”
She adds that she’s “very protective over her guys” and says
that much of her job is about
building trust with her clients.
“When you’re dealing with
autism and special needs, it takes
a long time to build trust, but it
can take seconds to lose it. It’s
not cool when that happens. It’s
very sad because rebuilding is not
always easy.”
While initially intended for
autism clients, Snoezelen rooms
are now also used with individuals
who have developmental disabilities, brain injury, and addictions.
According to Logan, sessions can

be quite individualized, too.
“We don’t always play music,
but it depends on who’s in here.
A lot of the guys who come in are
26-40 years old, so they like rockand-roll. I find out what their
favourite music is and make CDs
for them, and we play it loud.”
Stuart believes that, ideally,
all parents of developmentally
disabled children should have a
Snoezelen room at home. The
cost is beyond the budget of many
households, but over the years she
has created her own version of a
sense-stimulating environment in
Gabriel’s bedroom.
Gabriel has several quilts
and blankets he likes to burrow
underneath, a disco ball, and a
lava lamp. Stuart says that Gabriel wrote the words “sensory room”
on a piece of paper and taped it
on his doorway. She adds that his
Christmas list included other sensory environment items.
“Christmas is a very exciting
time for him,” says Stuart. “He
usually breaks his wishlists into categories of things, and one of the
categories on his Christmas list this
year was ‘Sensory Room.’ He wrote
down very specifically a few of the
items he has in his sensory room at
school. There’s a bubble fish aquarium light and another one that’s
kind of like a disco ball.”
As the attendant, Logan has
full control over the lights and
sounds in the room. Because firsttime visits to the room can be overwhelming with sensory stimula-

tions, sessions usually start at a half
hour and are gradually raised to a
full hour.
Sessions are on a one-person-at-a-time basis, and Logan
says this way the full session is all
about that person.
The Snoezelen room in Nanaimo is available for booking six days
a week, Monday through Saturday. The rate is $20 per hour, but
Logan says subsidies are available
for caregivers who may not be able
to afford that price.
Over the years, Stuart has slowly collected pieces of equipment for
Gabriel’s sensory room, trying to
create a safe haven for him.
“He’s starting to see his bedroom
as his safe, sensory place,” says Stuart,
“so when he needs to go and just get
away from whatever is happening in
the house and chill out, he sees that
room as a safe place to go. I love that
he’s able to recognize in himself when
he needs that. I love that we have
the luxury of the space and some of
the equipment to create that kind of
environment for him, because we’re
very privileged to be able to do that.”
Stuart recognizes, however,
that not everybody has the resources to create such an environment
in their homes, and that’s why she
believes having a publicly available
Snoezelen room in the community
is a privilege.

Molly Barrieau
The Navigator

My
Grandmother’s
Favourite
Banana Cake

½ cup butter
1 cup white sugar
1 egg
4 tbsp sour cream
2 mashed very-ripe bananas
1½ cup flour
1 tsp baking soda, baking powder, salt, vanilla and allspice
Preheat oven to 350˚
Mix in order given and bake for
30 minutes
Ice when cooled, sprinkle walnut
pieces on top for a little crunch

Photo courtesy of <dessert.food.com>
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Denisa Kraus
The Navigator

Vaudeville at the Cambie
Crace Mountain hosted their first night of Vaudeville at the Cambie on December 19.

Aside from burlesque and skits, the stage was
also home to Brie Laboucane and other poets.

Katie Gilray and Jupiter Moons not only performed in their
own skits, but also directed the crowd.

Sam Hates left the stage with fewer
balloons than she started with.

As the MC, John Alderson tied together the very diverse acts of the night.
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The aftermath of VISFF:
Interview with Johnny Blakeborough
Denisa Kraus
The Navigator
The 9th annual Vancouver Island
Short Film Festival (VISFF) saw
the highest attendance in its
history, with up to 25 per cent
of the attendees admitting to
be new to the event, according
to festival director Johnny
Blakeborough.
The seven Goldie awards were
handed out to only three different
films. Backward Fall, a powerful
drama about a husband’s lifelong
devotion challenged by his wife’s
dementia,
uncompromisingly
landed Best Performance, Best
Writing, Best Student Film,
Best Film, and People’s Choice;
while Best Technical went to a
futuristic psycho-thriller Rain;
Best Original Music went to
whimsical Bome Gnomski.
Next year will bring significant
changes to the VISFF, as
Blakeborough has announced
he is preparing to step down
as the director. The Navigator
spoke to Blakeborough about his
impression from this year’s recordbreaking success and his future
plans in the world of short films.
Navigator: The
Vancouver
Island Short Film Festival almost
sold out both nights this year.
Did that meet or exceed your
expectations?
Johnny Blakeborough: I was
really surprised by how many
people showed up. I don’t have
the numbers, but I can easily

tell this was our best year. I got
really great feedback from people
about movies they liked or didn’t
like. You don’t have to love
everything, and that’s why we
have different kinds of movies.
Some people were really into the
experimental stuff, some didn’t
like it, and others said those were
their favourite movies.
N: How do you achieve that sort
of variety?
JB: A lot of people compliment
me on how good the movies are,
but I have almost nothing to do
with that. I don’t pick them. I just
tell the selection committee what
we’re looking for and let them
pick. What I do is encourage
filmmakers to submit. I try to
create an environment where
more high-quality films will be
submitted to the festival.
N: What do you usually want the
selection committee to focus on?
JB: The first thing we tell them is
that story is the most important.
That’s always been our driving
force. We want films to look and
sound good, to be smart or scary
or heart-wrenching, but the most
important element is the story.
The selection committee is given
three criteria to scale their votes
on: five points for entertainment
value, five for technical qualities,
and ten for story. If a submitted
film has a story but the technical
qualities are not as great, it still
may be selected over a movie that
is very well done and polished
but lacks a powerful narrative.
But if you look at all the films

Book Review:
Philip Gordon
Contributor
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this year, they’re all pretty goodlooking!
N: Would you consider setting
any kind of theme or specific
parametres for submissions in
the future?
JB: I’m not interested in that,
but maybe someone else who’ll
take over after me will be. I
actually like having it broad and
try not to limit it too much.
Someone suggested to me to do a
LGBT festival, and I said,“That
is an amazing idea! I think that
would be great! You do it!”
The festival I’m making will
take films that are themed like
that, but essentially it’s open to
everything. There is no theme
and no rules. Right from the
beginning, it was any genre and
any style, 12 minutes or less. We
won’t say you can’t have it shown
somewhere else, or you can’t
have swear words in it, it has to
be a comedy or documentary or
whatever. Maybe we’ll get so big
that we’ll have categories, but I
don’t see enough room for this
festival to pick a theme. I don’t
think we have enough local
filmmakers to support it, so
we’d have to completely rely on
the people outside of Nanaimo,
whereas having it completely
open means a bigger possibility
that the locals will get involved.
N: What will you do differently
next year? Is there anything you
wish you had done differently
this year?
JB: I wish all the filmmakers who
won awards were present at the

festival, but we can’t control those
things. Next year, we’re going to
try for more submissions. We
had just under 50 submissions
this year, but we want to make
it 100. As we announced, local
filmmakers will be able to submit
for free, and all will have the
choice to submit online as well,
which we didn’t offer in the past
N: The two-member selection
committee is going to love you.
JB: There will be three people, or
we may split it into two different
committees—one that does the
initial pass and makes a shortlist,
and the other that makes the
actual show. It means more
work, but I’d like to have more
people at the festival, so maybe
we’ll have to move to a bigger
venue. The Malaspina Theatre is
so good to us—I love them. All
the money we pay them goes to
students. It’s close to my work,
too. There are tons of benefits,
but if we want an audience of
more than 500 people, the only
suitable venue in Nanaimo
would be the Port Theatre, and
that is still completely undecided
on our side.
N: When we talked last time,
you said your main goal in
organizing the festival is to have
the short films inspire potential
filmmakers to make their own
movie. Have any of the films
shown this year inspired you to
make your own?
JB: I used to make short films,
but haven’t in a long time. John
[Gardiner] and I made this

festival because we wanted a
venue to show short films and
support local filmmakers, but
also wanted this to exist for
ourselves. Every year, I have all
these ideas about films I want to
make, but I have neither the time
to make them nor a venue to put
them in. I can’t submit films to
my own festival—that would be
using my power for evil! But every
film I see makes me think about
making my own. I absolutely
loved the animation of Seasick,
and it made me want to get back
to work in animation again. I
loved the poignancy of Backward
Fall and how they were able to
capture the emotion and tragedy
of that event and turn it into a
true beautiful human moment.
I liked the whimsiness and
musicality of Bome Gnomski—it
made me want to make the weird
funny alternative films I used
to make at the university. There
are so many wonderful films.
Every single film had something
I loved, and it doesn’t happen
every year. I think the local films
were the most inspiring to me,
because none of them had any
budget. All did it for very, very
cheap. The amount of quality
storytelling and production
made them good movies.
For more information about
the festival and the winning
films, visit <www.visff.com>

In Here Is Where We Disembark,
Clea Roberts weaves a singlebreathed story of the North on
each page. Whether detailing
"the dusk / as it slips... / between
mountains" of present day Yukon,
or "the caribou... / [with their]
antlers rocking / silver under the
moon" of the Gold Rush, almost
every poem and instant within
contains a lurking warmth that
seeks to expel itself from frigid
surroundings. Roberts approaches
every moment with a naturalistic
flourish, painting words like a firewarmed tapestry; simple, textural
diction, but layered around the
thrum of human heart-beat to
give her work the gravity of nature
and humanity combined.
Roberts’ work is an exemplary
execution of the rich tradition
of Canadian poetry, interpreting
ourselves through the lens of the
world around us. Her collection,
split into two parts, reminds of her
contemporary Michael Crummey.
His recent collection, Under the
Keel, achieves the same feeling of
a satisfying, nourishing mouthful
in each collection of words. Where
Crummey's poems tend towards
the light-hearted and individual,
however, Roberts's words almost
always strike at the deeper vein of
nature itself, choreographing facets
of the Canadian wilderness and
rural Yukon with a fluid, meditative

glory. She personifies the seasons,
the world, the winter, giving them
life; "February ate / a cord of wood,
/ a snow shovel, / and a beaver hat."
She gives personality to the animals
of the cold world, sometimes with
a grim respect, other times with
a gasping chuckle: "...before the
ground freezes, / plant some trees. //
The beaver, she'll take three dozen. /
She's building / a house too."
When Roberts is done turning her
lens to the center of the Earth's
mechanism, she tilts it towards
humanity in her second section,
examining the cruel twists and
turns of storied populace, like
a river coursing through their
souls. Passages in her section
detailing 'what-if' poetic accounts
of the people of the Yukon Gold
Rush take the form of exchanged
addresses, with headers like "in
which a woman addresses the
river", and "in which the river
responds". Other subjects of
exchange include citizens of the
town (woodcutters, law officials,
prostitutes,
salmon,
wolves,
and a fire which claims wood
buildings in its wake). While the
traipsing between her poetic voice
is the same, Roberts manages to
grant a unique character to each
fictionalized entity. The fire is
shamanistic, unashamed. The
river is resentful, but gracious:
"Today I am owned. / They dig

me out, / make my creeks and
streams / crude and blatant.// And
still, I deliver you / against the
current / of my better judgement."
Each two-part story has its own
emotional trappings, but almost
every one feels worthwhile, a payoff well-earned at the end.
While many of the poems in Here
Is Where We Disembark are packed
full of energy and contemplation,
a few manage to feel somewhat
hollow.
The
introspective
meditation of the opening section
is not as inherently powerful as
the narrative stream in the second
half of the book, and, while not
boring, some of Roberts's poems
leave a distinct feeling of "...and?"
upon reading.
Nevertheless, it's clear that
this is a poet bound to nature
at the heart, and demonstrating
her connection at top form. The
praise that has been heaped upon
this collection, including its
nomination for various awards
(the Gerald Lampert Award, the
ReLit Award, and the Alberta
Readers’ Choice Award), is well
deserved, and almost intimidating
in a way. For a debut poetry
collection, Roberts has shown she
seriously know what she's doing,
whether the words that spill onto
her paper are her own, or helped
forward by the chill of the Yukon
in her veins.
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Denisa Kraus
The Navigator
Interview with the acclaimed
artist and creator of the
Vancouver Island Short Film
Festivsal’s
(VISFF)
famous
Goldie Award.
Navigator: Was there a specific
film at the VISFF that you found
visually appealing or inspiring?
Brendan Tang: What hit
me pretty hard
was M22,
the stuttering film from the
Netherlands. I liked the economy
of it—how little they had to
show to get their point across.
I was hooked right from the
beginning.
N: It was challenging to grasp the
meaning of the film before it was
over…
BT: I know, and that’s what I
loved about it. You had to be on
point right from the get-go.
N: When you were designing the
Goldie award, what made you
choose the VHS tape rather than,
for example, a more traditional
film reel?
BT: I had seen the other
pieces they had done for the
previous festivals and that sort
of acknowledgement of all the
technology. When I lived in
Nanaimo and was going to school
with Johnny Blakeborough, we
were doing video and film, and
did it all on VHS tape, so there
was an element of nostalgia for
me. Plus, I feel like the VISFF is
very accessible to everyone. Now
that we can shoot films on mobile
devices, there is a democratizing
nature to filming. I feel the same
way about VHS as a medium in
the video world—it seems to fit

very nicely. It’s tapping into my
own experience with film and
how accessible it is.
N: The design of the award
was a one time deal for you,
but hypothetically, if you were
to make a new award for the
VISFF’s tenth anniversary, what
idea comes to mind?
BT: I have no idea. But that’s how
I usually make my own artwork.
I don’t have any ideas, but figure
stuff out as I go.
N: Do you visualize your art in
2D or 3D?
BT: A lot of my background
comes from a 2D place, so I do
a lot of sketching beforehand.
The materials I choose are really
labour intensive, so if I can get
a lot of the conceptual legwork
done through drawing, it’s a lot
quicker as opposed to figuring
it out in clay or whatever other
material I’m working in.
N: What do you find so
fascinating about ceramic?
BT: I think it’s that sort of
amorphous
state.
Ceramics
brings its own visual language to
the table, but in the same breath,
it’s a sort of material that, if
you work it long enough and in
particular ways, you can mimic
a lot of other things. I like its
ability to camouflage itself and
make itself look like wood or
plastic or metal. I’m interested in
its mimicry.
N: You have recently submitted
a public proposal for a large scale
installation in Richmond…
BT: With all the development
that’s going on in metro
Vancouver, there’s a bylaw that you
always have to set aside money. I
was shortlisted as a visual artist
to present an idea for a public art
piece and am still waiting to hear

Brendan
Tang:
mimicry
in
material
culture
back, so fingers crossed.
N: Is there a difference between
designing a piece to be displayed
privately or in a museum, and a
big public art piece?
BT: When I was approached for
this particular public art piece, I
think I was chosen for the body
of work I am known for. The
piece I proposed has aesthetic
similarities to that work, but on
a larger scale. Most of the time,
my art is done on a tabletop
museum scale—24 inches or less.
For the public piece, I designed
something that would be nine feet
tall. But when it’s in the public
realm, you have to consider what
the public might do to it, like
climbing on it or graffiti, or how
it collects the rain water, and
other factors which I wouldn’t
have to take into mind if it was
in a glass vitrine in a museum. It
was an interesting process, but
not something unfamiliar to me.
Within the ceramic world, I’m so
used to working in a functional
way that the piece would be
used in the kitchen or domestic
situation. It is very much akin to
making a public art piece.
N: You seem to be an artist
who thinks and creates in the
moment, but are you able to
imagine which direction you will
evolve in the future?
BT: I barely see a couple weeks
down the road, but I’m always
interested in the material culture,
how things have meaning and
where it comes from. It’s almost
like looking at semiotics of
objects and why, as a species, we
give meaning to objects—like
why a BMW is a more meaningful
car than a Honda Civic; or how
we derive class, status, identity,
or culture through inanimate

objects. There is a body of work
that I’m playing with in the
back of my mind that looks at
deconstructing those things,
their structure, and origin.
Other animals don’t covet things
as much as we do. I’m curious
about that.
I’m also a geeky kind of guy;
I like new tech and have a 3D
printer. I’m working on learning
that stuff and how to program
micro processors. There’s a part
of me that is interested in the
crossover between science and
art. It’s a really weird situation
that involves patterns and
structures. I’m not entirely sure
about this idea—it’s still really
fresh.

N: The first thing I can think of
is a robot, but that may be too
obvious…
BT: These ideas are kind of
idealized; we wish upon them.
But there’s a lot of other digital
technologies, like 3D printing.
I’m trying to figure out what the
aesthetic of that is. What is it about
3D printing that can be executed
by the printer and not via clay or
wood or metal. There’s something
about that mathematical control
and
repetitive
nature.
It’s
interesting enough for me to keep
on digging and drilling into the
idea. Who knows where the work’s
going to go.
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Movie Review: The Lego Movie
Spencer Wilson
Contributor
To say that The Lego Movie not
only works as a coherent film, but
is an exceptional one, seems to be
nothing short of a miracle. With a
“chosen one” style of story, a sense of
humour that is at times ridiculously
random and laden with pop-culture
references, mixed with a level of
sincerity that feels almost exogenous,
it’s a film that could have easily
turned into a soulless, disastrously
expensive toy commercial. But what
you’re left with is one of the most
beautiful messages ever left by an
animated film.
Comedy director duo Phil
Lord and Chris Miller team up
again for their first animated film
since the brilliantly fun Cloudy
with a Chance of Meatballs (2009)
and their surprisingly enjoyable
adaptation of 21 Jump Street
(2012). Also known for the cultclassic cartoon, Clone High, Lord
and Miller specialize in animation
that features expressive characters
and a random sense of humour
that will never cease to catch you
off-guard.
This translates in interesting
ways in The Lego Movie, as the
film is deceptively (although very
convincingly) animated as if it’s
made with stop-motion Lego.
Everything in the world is restricted
to being as authentically Legolike as possible, which means the
character’s movements are identical
to the physiology of a Lego
person (making for an interesting
demonstration of jumping jacks).
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This also goes so far as to apply to
fire (which is hilariously represented
as sputtering flashes of the generic
flame piece), explosions, and water.
Yet, despite these restrictions, the
film is bursting with the colour and
expression that the directors are
known for, thanks to great facial
animation, expressive characters,
and a world that coincides well
with their pop-culture and social
commentary injected humour.
Meet Emmet Brickowski
(Chris Pratt): his favourite band is
A Popular Band, his favourite song
is “Everything is Awesome,” he
lives his life by a book called How
to Have Everyone Like You and Be
Happy (which includes advice such
as “cheer for the local sports team
and buy expensive coffee”), and he
works at a construction company
that tears down buildings that are
“weird” and builds new ones based
on strict guidelines. He is just like
everyone else. In fact, he’s so
completely ordinary that no one
likes or knows him. Unbeknownst
to him or the citizens of the city
he lives in, the city is run in a
state of hegemony by President
Business (Will Ferrell), who is
actually a nefarious mastermind
named Lord Business who wants
to destroy the universe.
While at work, Emmet
stumbles into a deep hole and
finds a relic known as “the Piece
of Resistance,” which gives him
prophetic visions before knocking
him out. He is then awoken in
an interrogation office by a twofaced officer who plays both
good cop and bad cop (Liam
Neeson). He is promptly rescued

by a feisty “master builder” named
Wyldstyle (Elizabeth Banks) who
demonstrates that master builders
can look around them and see the
exact serial numbers for each piece
(the real serial numbers for each
Lego piece) and assemble what they
need. She informs Emmet that by
finding the Piece of Resistance, he
has fulfilled the prophecy told by the
God-like master builder, Vitruvius
(Morgan Freeman), which means
that he is supposed to be the “most
talented, most interesting, and most
extraordinary person alive: The
Special.” She quickly becomes angry
when she finds out that Emmet’s
favourite restaurant is “any chain
restaurant” and that he has no
imagination whatsoever.
What unfolds is a journey
through multiple Lego lands as
Vitruvius, Wyldstyle, and her
boyfriend, Batman (Will Arnett),
try to unlock Emmet’s potential
to be imaginative and creative.
This includes a trek through the
land of Middle Zealand (a funny
quip at the universe and filming
location of The Lord of the Rings)
and up to the colourful land in
the sky known as Cloud Cuckoo
Land, where there are no rules
and no negativity (the characters
pick up on the paradox). In this
land, Vitruvius meets with all the
master builders to discuss how they
are going to stop Lord Business
from destroying the universe.
These builders include Superman
(Channing Tatum), Milhouse,
Michelangelo (the builder and the
ninja turtle), Abraham Lincoln
(voiced by Will Forte who reprises
his role of Lincoln from Clone

High), Gandalf, and Shaq (voiced
by the actual Shaquille O’Neal).
From there, they try to form a plan
to save the Lego people.
What begins as a humorous
children’s movie, with obvious
queues from The Matrix, quickly
becomes an incredibly smart
narrative on the nature of creativity
and what it means to be someone
who creates things. Emmet
begins with not being able to
create anything at all, but with
reassurance he finds the confidence
to create things despite being the
most ordinary citizen in the whole
of Legoland. It even transcends
the bounds of its original script
as a “chosen one” story to one of
complete inspiration: that everyone
has the ability to create things.
It also acts as a catalyst for
Lord and Miller to vent their
frustrations on the stagnation of
society, with every citizen walking
in lock step to the dry-cleaners at
noon and then going to get overpriced coffee at their own Lego
version of Starbucks. Even the
opposing sides act as an allegory for
the battle between creativity and
compliance, with one side having
a diverse cast of master builders,
and the other just being an army
of robots that all look the same.
Just about anyone who watches
this film will walk away feeling the
need to create something or break
out of their routine schedule.
As a work of animation, it’s
absolutely fantastic. Animation
studio Animal Logic (which, funny
enough, produced the visual effects
for The Matrix films, along with
300 and Happy Feet) went above

and beyond to make the film feel as
authentic as possible. This is helped
by a hilarious and fantastic script
that is written by the directors
and based on a story written by
Dan and Kevin Hageman (Hotel
Transylvania). It is apparent that
Lord and Miller are true fans of the
toy series, especially with references
to the fictional gas station, Octan,
which started appearing on Lego
sets in 1992, as well as references
to Fabuland, a transition storybook
line that existed between 1979 and
1989. Many of the Lego pieces and
sets were even rendered from the
directors’ own collections.
There is so much more that
can be said about this film, but
doing so might spoil the absolutely
amazing plot twist that happens at
the end of the second act. What
originally started as a film called
Lego: The Piece of Resistance
has now become a film that truly
defines its title. The film doesn’t
just feature the toy and emulate
its characteristics, it pays homage
to it on an intimate and personal
level that could only come from
someone who not only knew the
toy’s history, but what it meant for
them to play with it as a child. To
them, Lego created a world where
people inspired each other and
everything was possible. The Lego
Movie encompasses not only the
aesthetic and surface level of what
Lego is, but the imaginative spirit
that it inspired in all of us.
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It’s Podcast time - The Duncan Trussell Family Hour

Photo courtesy of www.duncantrussel.com

Kim Kemmer
The Navigator
By now, you’ve likely heard the
term “podcast” thrown around
a million times: comedians,
news broadcasting networks,
cartoonists,
videogame
developers—it seems everyone
has a podcast. If you’re behind
the times and are looking to
add podcasts to your workout
or housecleaning regiment, The
Nav is here to help you navigate
the ever-expanding terrain of the
podcast universe.
This week, we’ll take a
look at my favourite of all
podcasts, The Duncan Trussell
Family Hour. Born out of the
cosmically weird mind of LA
comedian Duncan Trussell, The
Duncan Trussell Family Hour
has become a powerhouse for
philosophical, spiritual, and
absurdist discussion. Trussell

originally hosted a podcast, The
Lavender Hour, alongside his
now ex-girlfriend and comedienne
Natasha Leggero, which came to
an abrupt end, much to the despair
of the podcast’s large fanbase.
It wasn’t long before Trussell
returned with his own The
DTFH, an hour-plus long weekly
podcast featuring his famous
opening rants, which are often
deeply personal and spiritual in
nature, and his hilarious take on
advertising his show’s sponsors
(did you know Sure Design
t-shirts are woven from silk
rendered from wild baby tears?).
Each week, Trussell sits down
with a guest and engages in the
most energetic, mind-bending,
reality-dissolving conversations
possible outside of an LSD trip.
Not only is The DTFH a
hilarious and enlightening look
at government, spirituality,
philosophy, psychedelics, and
technology, but it has also

become an extremely intimate
show, with Trussell inviting his
listeners unabashedly into his
personal life. The emotional
intensity of the show was amped
up significantly when Trussell’s
mother was diagnosed with
progressive breast cancer. There
are a couple of powerful, tearjerker episodes with Trussell
interviewing his terminally ill
mother (episode 43: “My Mom”),
and then again on her death
bed (episode 64: “My Mom Pt.
2”). Shortly after, in December
2012, Trussell was diagnosed
with testicular cancer, which he
announced on his show, and spent
many of the following episodes
spiritually navigating the fear and
anxiety surrounding his illness.
Although intense and personal,
these episodes delve into the
structures of relationships and
love, how to heal and move on
from grief, and how to live fully
in the present moment. Trussell

is never more than a sentence
away from gut-busting humor,
but he is at his most charismatic
when channeling his spiritual
voice and sharing his methods
of maintaining a peaceful life
through the struggles he has
faced since starting his podcast.
The DTFH features an array
of special and recurring guests,
notably fellow comedian and
podcaster Joe Rogan, whose
show The Joe Rogan Experience
Trussell frequently appears on.
Trussell’s guests are most often
writers and philosophers engaged
in spiritual enlightenment, such
as Ragu Marcus and David
Silver of Ram Dass’s Love Serve
Remember Foundation; Graham
Hancock, writer of Fingerprints
of the Gods; and Dr. Chris
Ryan, author of Sex at Dawn and
fellow Feral Audio podcaster.
Trussell also invites various LA
comedians to his show, such as
Brendan Walsh, Ari Shaffir, Pete

Holmes, Natasha Leggero, Tim
Heidecker, and even a couple
episodes
with
Community
creator Dan Harmon.
If you’re interested in getting
into The Duncan Trussell Family
Hour, I recommend starting
from the very beginning, so you
can follow the emotional arcs of
the show, which are integral to
understanding a lot of the spiritual
and meditative conversation had
throughout the series.
If you’re looking for a more
casual listen (and you’re a fan of
the hit TV series Adventure Time),
episode 63 features Adventure
Time creator Pendleton Ward
and lead storyboard artist Jesse
Moynihan, and makes for a
hilarious, energetic, and often
touching conversation. If tearing
back the fabric of reality is more
your style, then check out any of
the episodes featuring Trussell’s
best friend and musician, Emil
Amos, of the band Holy Sons.

theoxypub@outlook.com
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VISFF award ceremony night
Photos by Denisa Kraus

Submission coordinator Meg Fulton guards the
secret of the winner envelopes.

Only one Goldie was awarded in person ( to Shimon Machida for Best Technical in “Rain”),
other six went to film makers who could not attend the ceremony.

“Who is Who's at the VISFF for the first time tonight?”

Votes go in for the People’s Choice award.

Director Johnny Blakeborough works the crowd of film makers and festival attendees.
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Interview with the
Mariners’ Brandon Jones
Ben Chessor
The Navigator
The Mariners’ men’s basketball
team is led on the court by fifthyear guard Brandon Jones. Jones
played an integral part in the
Mariners’ national championship
win on home court last season.
This season, Jones has been a force
for the Mariners on the court. He
is ranked in the top three in the
PacWest in both points per game
and assists per game. Jones took
some time to sit down with The
Navigator and discuss his final
season as a member of the Mariners and what it was like growing
up in a basketball-crazy city like
Portland, Oregon.
Navigator: How many years have
you been a Mariner?
Brandon Jones: I’ve been a student at VIU and a Mariner for
three years.
N: Did you play basketball anywhere before VIU?
BJ: I played at Clark College in

Washington State. It’s a community college there.
N: You’re a senior this year. Has
that forced you to take on more of
a leadership role?
BJ: Yeah, definitely. Last year,
there was only one senior on
the team, so a lot of fourth-year
guys stepped up. But when it’s
your fifth and last year, everybody looks up to you. You have
to make sure that you’re a role
model on and off the court for
the younger players.
N: Are you graduating this year,
and what’s your degree?
BJ: Yeah. I’m in Recreation and
Sports Management.
N: How old were you when you
first played basketball?
BJ: I was probably five or six years
old.
N: Do you remember when you
fell in love with the game?
BJ: Probably when I was 11 or 12.
I grew up in Portland and tried to
go to every Trailblazer game that
I could. Everybody always wanted
to go to the waterpark, and I just

wanted to go down to the park
and play ball.
N: Do you find the basketball culture different here?
BJ: Yeah, I think it’s different
country-wise. When you play
sports as a kid, you’re taught to
be part of a team, to be a brotherhood, and that there’s only one
team goal. But in the NBA there’s
a lot of focus on one-on-one basketball, so naturally you become
an individual player. Here, it’s all
about the team aspect. It really
doesn’t matter who gets the fame,
as long as you get the win. I feel
like that’s how it’s supposed to
be, but with so many Americans
watching the NBA, people see
the one-on-one battles and the
individual stats and that’s what
they want.
N: What’s the highlight of your
career to this point?
BJ: Winning the national title
last year. That was the first time
I’ve ever won anything big in my
career, so it was kind of a dream
come true.

Mariners on court success
led by senior trio
Ben Chessor
The Navigator
The VIU Mariners’ women’s basketball team has had a phenomenal season. The team currently
has a perfect 21-0 record and has
clinched first place in the PacWest standings. The team has
been led on the court by a large
senior contingent. Three of those
senior players, Shayna Worthington, Jenna Carver, and Heather
McCarthy sat down for an interview with The Navigator to talk
about their connection to the
game and how it feels to be leaders on the court this year.
Navigator: How many years have
you been VIU students?
Heather McCarthy: This is my
fifth year at VIU.
Jenna Carver: This is my fourth
year.
Shayna Worthington: This is my
fifth year as a student.
N: Two of you are from Nanaimo.
What’s it like to get to play in
your hometown?
JC: It’s really cool because all of
our friends and family are here.
It was really nice to not have
to make that initial adjustment
when you get to a new school of
having to get used to the area.
N: Shayna, what was the adjust-

ment like coming from Victoria
to VIU?
SW: Coming from Victoria
wasn’t too bad. It’s not too far
away, so it’s nice. Plus, my mom
comes up for all my home games.
So it definitely was an adjustment, but it wasn’t too bad.
N: Does being seniors on the
team come with an increased
leadership role, and how have you
adjusted to that role?
JC: I know for Heather and I,
our roles have increased over
time. Heather’s role on the team
has changed from first year to
this year so dramatically that it’s
really a learning process throughout our whole time here. You go
from bench players in your first
year to starting. It’s always a
learning experience.
HM: As a rookie, you’re just
learning how the team works
together. Then, as you build
more confidence on the team,
you just become a leader over
the years. It’s not like that’s your
goal, but being a leader certainly
comes with the territory of having more experience.
N: How old were you when you
first played basketball?
JC: Grade six or seven, whenever was the earliest time in
school that you could sign up
for the team.

SW: I started in grade eight,
when I started to get really tall
and everyone else was short.
N: When did you start to really
enjoy basketball?
HM: For me, it was when it
became really competitive, around
grade ten.
JC: I was honestly a little torn
between volleyball and basketball. Then I started to really like
basketball when it became a challenge. I wanted to get better at it
and I dedicated myself.
N: What are your plans for after
graduation?
HM: I’m hoping to travel a bit,
and I’ve applied to the education program here at VIU. That’s
something I want to do as well.
JC: Luckily, I still have another
year to decide what I’m going to
do.
N: Any plans with basketball
after graduation?
SW: I might go back and play
in a rec league somewhere, but I
haven’t had a break from basketball since grade eight, so I’m certainly going to take a little break
after this year and see how I feel.
JC: Maybe coaching my child or
something in the future, but as
far as playing myself goes, I think
this will be my last year.
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Brandon Jones pictured left is the Mariners starting point
guard. Photo by Ben Chessor

N: Do you have time for any nonbasketball related hobbies?
BJ: Yeah, I try to do other things.
If you just stick to basketball all
the time, you’ll go crazy, ‘cause
sometimes you have a bad day
and you need to make sure you
can get away from it. I’m a bit of a
gamer, but only here. I never play
when I’m back home.

N: What are you going to do after
graduation?
BJ: I’m going to go home and try
to get a job somewhere with basketball. I feel like I’m done playing, but I don’t want to just give
up on basketball all together so
anywhere I could get involved in
basketball would be really cool.

Volleyball in the genes
for Mariners’ Collett
Ben Chessor
The Navigator
The PacWest volleyball is finished, and the 2014 playoffs are
just around the corner, scheduled
for February 20-22 in North
Vancouver. For Dillon Collett,
VIU’s only fifth-year player, this
season marks his last chance at a
national championship.
Collett has been a force on
the court for the Mariners this
season. His 193 digs make him
the team leader in that category.
His average of 1.83 digs per set
puts him 12th in the entire PacWest. Collett is also sixth in the
PacWest in total offense with an
average of 4.07 points per set.
Being the Mariners’ only fifthyear player comes with some extra
pressure, but Collett feels he’s
adjusting well to a leadership role.
“As a fifth-year, you’re automatically looked up to, being the veteran guy,” he says. But Collett also
feels that the leadership he brings
is different than other players he’s
played with in the past.
“When I was a first-year,
all the seniors were men,” says
Collett. “They were all, like,
25-years-old with wives and
kids. I’m only 22-years-old, so
that’s a little bit different.”
Volleyball is in Collett’s blood.
His parents met through volleyball, and he’s been playing it for as
long as he can remember.
“I was learning how to play

volleyball as soon as I was old
enough to walk,” he says. “My
dad used to take me to his tournaments all the time when I was
a kid and I would sit there and
watch him play. I was just raised
on volleyball.”
Collett played high school volleyball in Surrey and was coached
by his father. “He was kind of
always my coach,” says Collett.
“He was always a volleyball God
to me, so it was cool that he was
my coach.”
After being born and raised in
Surrey, Dillon came to VIU two
years ago, and while the Island
represents a different pace from his
hometown, Collett says he’s had
no trouble adjusting. “I love the
Island life. It’s a little slower than
what I’m used to. Everyone here is
friendly and really chill. There’s a
sort of hippy vibe and I like that.”
The highlight of Dillon’s volleyball career came last season
when he represented VIU at the
Nationals last season. “It was a
really cool feeling to be at the
show,” he says, “playing with the
eight best teams in the nation. It
was cool to be a part of it.”
Collett has one more year left
at VIU after this, but is unfortunately ineligible to play volleyball
next season. He plans to graduate
with a degree in Psychology. After
graduation, Collett says he’s going
to travel Europe and try to play
professional volleyball, but hopefully not before leading the Mariners to a national championship.
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Buccaneers set sail Clippers clinch playoff berth
for playoffs
Ben Chessor
The Navigator
It’s been an up-and-down season
for the Nanaimo Buccaneers. The
team got a red-hot start, winning
their first 12 games of the season. In fact, through the first 16
games of the Vancouver Island
Hockey League season, the Buccaneers had a record of 14-2,
which gave them the best record
in the entire league.
But after the great start, Nanaimo began to stumble. The team
started to struggle and never
really managed to turn it around.
After victories in 14 of their first
16 games, the Buccaneers managed only 11 wins in the season’s
remaining 32 games, compiling a
record of 11-17-2-2 over the rest
of the season.
The Buccaneers’ struggles as
the season went on also had
an effect on the team’s position in the competitive North
division. The Buccaneers, who
at one point had a 14 point
lead over second place Campbell River Storm, have long
since seen that lead deteriorate. Instead, the team will
head into the playoffs in third
place in the four team division,
behind both Campbell River
and Comox Valley.

The Buccaneers’ opponent
in the first round of the playoffs will be the Campbell River
Storm. The Storm finished second in the North division with a
record of 30-14-2-2. The Storm
finished the regular season ten
points ahead of the Buccaneers,
who finished the season with a
record of 25-19-2-2.
The two teams faced off ten
times during the regular season
with Campbell River winning the
season series 5-4. The two teams
tied one of their games, but the
Storm have certainly had the edge
of Nanaimo as of late. The Storm
have won three games in a row
between the two teams by a combined score of 25-7.
The Buccaneers have lost three
games in a row heading into the
playoffs. All three of those losses
came at the hands of the Comox
Valley Glacier Kings, who finished
atop the North division. Nanaimo
had a 3-1 lead heading into the
third period of their last game of
the season on Saturday, February
15, but lost 4-3 in overtime.
The VIJHL playoff schedule is expected to be announced
in the coming days. For more
information on the Nanaimo
Buccaneers in their quest for the
Cyclone Taylor Cup as the top
JR B team in British Columbia,
visit <buccaneers.vijhl.com>.

NORTH TEAMS
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L
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Comox Valley

48

31

14

1

2

65

Campbell River

48 30

14

2

2

64

Nanaimo

Oceanside

20

48 25

48

8

19

37

2

1

2

2

54
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Ben Chessor
The Navigator

It took a few tries, but the Nanaimo Clippers have finally guaranteed their spot in the BCHL
playoffs. The Clippers secured
their spot with an 8-2 win over
the Chilliwack Chiefs on Friday,
February 14. It was the fourth
straight game Nanaimo could
have clinched a playoff spot with
a win; the Clippers had dropped
their previous three contests.
Nanaimo will finish the regular season in third place in the
league’s Island Division and will
face either Victoria or Powell
River in the first round of the
BCHL playoffs, which are slated
to begin on Tuesday, March 4.
On Friday, January 31 the
Clippers faced the Victoria
Grizzlies for the ninth and final
time of the season. Devin Brosseau opened the scoring for
Nanaimo on a powerplay at 8:13
of the first period. Brosseau added his second of the game late in
the first to give Nanaimo a 2-0
lead after the first period. Brendan Taylor added to the Clippers
lead early in the second period
on a powerplay, giving the Clippers’ a 3-0 lead. Jaden Schmeisser got the Grizzlies on the board
in the last minute of the second
period to give Victoria some
life, but the Clippers still led 3-1
heading into the third period.
51 seconds into the third, Schmeisser scored his second of the
game to get the Grizzlies within one. Victoria had some great
chances to tie the game in the
third period, but couldn’t solve
Clippers starter Jayson Argue.
Taylor added an empty netter
for his second of the game, and
the Clippers skated away with a
4-2 victory.

Nanaimo finishes their season series with Victoria with a
record of 2-7, but the Clippers
do have the momentum, winning the last two games between
these two teams after dropping
the first seven.
The Clippers were back in
action on Wednesday, February 5
against the Port Alberni Bulldogs.
Scott Clark gave the Bulldogs a
1-0 lead midway through the first
period. After Spencer Hewson
tied the game early in the second
period, the Bulldogs got the lead
back on a powerplay goal by Trig
Strand. Lead 2-1 heading into the
third period, the Bulldogs started
to pull away. Two goals by Justin Georgeson early in the third
period gave Port Alberni 4-1. The
Bulldogs held on to win by a final
of 5-2.
Friday, February 7 The Clippers
were in action against the Cowichan
Valley Capitals. The Capitals got on
the board just 2:41 into the game
with a goal by Myles Powell. At
15:45, a Taylor Allen goal put the
Capitals up 2-0. Colton Kehler
made it 3-0 for the Capitals early in
the second period as he beat Nanaimo goalie Tanner Kovacs. Powerplay goals by Brendan Taylor and
Sheldon Rhemple got Nanaimo
back in the game, but Cowichan
still led 3-2 heading into the third
period. Midway through the third
period, it looked like Bo Brauer
had tied the game for the Clippers,
but after the officials convined, they
waved the goal off, claiming that
Devin Brosseau had made contact
with Cowichan goaltender Robin
Gusse, so Cowichan still held on
to a 3-2 lead. Just moments after
Brauer’s disallowed goal, the Clippers managed to tie the game again,
and this time it counted, thanks to a
beautiful wrist shot from Anthony
Sabitsky. The game went into overtime tied 3-3. Midway through the

second overtime, Powell scored
his second of the night to give
Cowichan the victory.
Nanaimo and Cowichan were
back in action on Wednesday,
February 12 for a rematch. The
game was scoreless until the second period, when Brendan Taylor
got the Clippers on the board. At
the midway point of the second,
Mason Malkowich got Cowichan
on the board and tied the game.
Brayden Gelsinger gave the Capitals the 2-1 lead on a late second
period powerplay. The Clippers
tried to tie the game in the third
period, firing 17 shots on Capitals goaltender Robin Gusse, but
Cowichan added an empty netter
and held on for the 3-1 victory.
Coming off three straight losses to divisional rivals, the Clippers
came out firing against the Chilliwack Chiefs on February 14. The
Clippers opened the scoring just
37 seconds in, but the Chiefs tied
the game just over a minute later.
With the game still tied at one
late in the first period, the Clippers got back-to-back goals from
Anthony Sabitsky to take a 3-1
lead after the first period. The
Clippers scored five more times
in the game’s final two periods,
including another by Sabitsky to
complete the hat trick. The 8-2
matches the Clippers’ record for
most goals scored this season.
Nanaimo also scored eight goals
in an 8-1 win over the Coquitlam
Express earlier in the season.
Nanaimo only has two home
games left before the playoffs start
on Saturday, February 22 against
the Surrey Eagles and Friday,
February 28 against Powell River.
Tickets are now only $10 for VIU
students and can be purchased at
Frank Crane Arena before games
or from the Clippers website at
<www.nanaimoclippers.com>.
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Victoria

52

33

13

3

3

72

Powell River

53

32

15

2

4

70

Nanaimo

54

26

25

1

2

55

Cowichan Valley

54

20

28

2

4

46

Alberni Valley

53

18

27

2

6
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Mariners women
eyeing perfection
Ben Chessor
The Navigator
The VIU Mariners’ women’s basketball team is one game away
from a perfect season. The Mariners wrapped up the home portion of their PacWest regular
season schedule on February 15
and only have one game left in
the regular season on Friday, February 21 against the Camosun
Chargers. The Mariners’ record is
a sparkling 20-0.
The Mariners kicked off their
final home stand of the season
on Friday, February 7 against the
Capilano Blues. The Blues played
the Mariners tough and managed
to keep the game close in the early
going. At halftime, the Mariners
held a slim 37-31 lead. But after
halftime, the Mariners continued
their strong play and started to
pull away on the scoreboard. By
the time the final buzzer sounded,
the Mariners had a 69-53 victory.
The Mariners were back in
action the next day against Quest
University. Quest has come closer
to defeating the Mariners than
WOMEN

VIU Mariners

any other team in the PacWest.
The first two meetings between
these two teams went down to the
wire, with the Mariners picking
up narrow victories in both meetings. The first quarter was tightly
contested between the two teams,
with the Mariners leading 11-8
after the first. In the second quarter, the Mariners started to pull
away, opening up a 32-22 lead at
halftime. At the end of the third
quarter, the Mariners’ stretched
their lead to 16 points, leading
57-41 heading into the fourth
quarter. In the fourth, Quest cut
the Mariners lead down to ten
points, but couldn’t get any closer as the Mariners picked up a
70-58 victory.
The Mariners kicked off their
last home weekend of the regular season with a game against the
Langara Falcons. The Mariners
took an early lead in this one and
held a 20-14 lead after the first
quarter. But in the second quarter, the Mariners started to pull
away. VIU outscored Langara
in the second half 23-4 to open
up a 43-18 lead at halftime. The
Mariners continued to run away
PL
20

Men’s Volleyball set for provincials

with the game in the second half,
winning easily by a final score of
71-41 victory.
The Mariners took to their
home court for the final time this
season on February 15 for a game
against the Douglas College Royals. Much like they’ve done all
season, the Mariners took the
lead early in the game, and they
held a five point lead heading into
halftime. But in the third quarter,
the Mariners widened their lead
to 20 points, leading 63-43 after
the third. The Mariners held on
in the fourth quarter and picked
up the 73-60 victory. With the
win, the women finish their home
schedule with a record of 11-0.
The PacWest Provincial championships are scheduled for February 27-March 1 and will be
held at Douglas College. The
women have a chance to finish
the regular season with a perfect
21-0 record if they can win their
final game on February 21 at 6pm
in Victoria against Camosun. For
more information on the Mariners, including their results, visit
<mariners.viu.ca>.
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Mariners men seeking top two finish
fourth, the two teams traded baskets back and forth, but when the
final buzzer sounded, the Mariners’ comeback effort fell just
short as the Falcons snuck out of
the VIU gym with a 76-75 win.
The men were also victorious
in both of their home games the
previous weekend, picking up
an 80-67 win over the Capilano
Blues and following that up with
a massive 83-64 victory against
the Quest Kermodes. Quest currently sits in second place in the
PacWest standings, with VIU in
third place. Both teams only have
one game left to play this season.
The Mariners’ last game of
the regular season is on Friday,
February 21 against the Camosun Chargers. After that, it’s the
provincial championships, which
are held February 27-March 1 at
Douglas College.
PL
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With only one game left in the
2014 PacWest regular season, the
VIU Mariners are trying to secure
a top two spot in the standings.
A top two spot would give the
team a by in the first round of the
PacWest provincial championship. The Mariners only have one
game left to play in the season,
as the team finished their home
schedule on February 15 against
Douglas College.
The Mariners had the offense
working in their last home game
of the season. The Mariners led
Douglas 25-20 at the end of the
first quarter and had expanded
their lead to 63-39 at halftime.
But the offense was just getting
started as the Mariners started
to pour it on in the second half.

MEN

The week prior, the Mariners traveled to the mainland
for a weekend series against the
Columbia Bible College Bearcats.
The Bearcats picked up the 25-16
victory in the first set of the match,
but the Mariners battled back and
captured the second set 25-22. In
the third set, the Bearcats picked
up a 25-22 victory of their own
before finishing off the Mariners
with a 25-16 win in the fourth set
to secure the 3-1 victory.
The next day, it was the
Bearcats who picked up the clean
sweep with a 3-0 victory. The
Mariners managed to keep all
three sets close, but in the end the
first place Bearcats were just too
strong for the Mariners to handle.
The Mariners have struggled
a bit in the season’s final stretch.
The team has lost six games in a
row heading into the PacWest
provincials, which are scheduled
for February 20-22 in North
Vancouver. With a record of
10-14, the Mariners finish in
the sixth place in the seven team
PacWest and will face the third
place Douglas College in the first
round of the provincials.

W

20

Early in the fourth quarter, the
Mariners managed to break the
100 marker for the first time during the regular season. By the end
of the fourth quarter, the boys had
put 118 points on the board. The
Final score was VIU-118 Douglas College-69. The 49 point margin of victory is the second largest
for the Mariners this season.
A night earlier, February 14,
the Mariners played host to the
PacWest’s top team, the Langara Falcons. Langara jumped out
to an early lead, but the Mariners kept it close. The Falcons led
26-20 after the first quarter. The
Mariners worked hard in the second quarter and managed to cut
the lead to 42-39 heading into
halftime. The Mariners crept even
closer in the third quarter, cutting
the Falcons’ lead to 59-57 at the
end of the third quarter. In the

It may not have been the end of
the season that we’re looking for,
but the PacWest regular season
came to an end for the VIU Mariners’ men’s volleyball team on February 15. The Mariners were on
the losing end of the season’s final
game, falling 3-0 to their Island
rivals, the Camosun Chargers.
The game was an extremely
hard-fought one, with Camosun
taking a highly contested first set
25-22. In the second set, the Mariners were once again on the short
end of a very close set, losing the
second set by a score of 25-23. In
the third set, the Chargers completed the sweep and picked up
the 3-0 victory.
The men also suffered a similar fate on Thursday, February 13 in the first game of the
weekend against the Chargers.
The Mariners were once again
close to victory in the first set,
but they eventually fell 25-23.
VIU then dropped the game’s
remaining two sets 25-16 and
25-18 respectively.
16CBC Bearcats

Camosun Chargers

Ben Chessor
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Mariners women finish regular season
on high note
Ben Chessor
The Navigator
The VIU Mariners’ women’s volleyball team finished up their
regular season exactly how they
started it: by sweeping a weekend
series over their Island rivals, the
Camosun Chargers.
The first game of the weekend between the two teams was
Thursday, February 13 at the
VIU gym. The Mariners picked
up the victory in the first set
25-17. They followed that up
with a convincing 25-11 win in
the second set. VIU made sure
the third set of the match was
also the final set as they picked
up the 25-20 set victory and the
3-0 win in the match.
On Saturday, February 15
the two teams faced off once
again, this time in Victoria,
but the change of venue didn’t
do much to help the Chargers
as the Mariners picked up the
win in the first set 25-17. Then
the Mariners opened up a 2-0
lead on Camosun with a 25-15
win in the second set. In the
third set, the Mariners picked
up the 28-26 win in the third
set and took the second half of
the Island rivalry weekend 3-0.

The previous weekend, the Mariners were on the road to take
on the Columbia Bible College
Bearcats. The Mariners overpowered the Bearcats in both games
during the weekend, winning
both games 3-0. Columbia managed to keep the first match close
as the Mariners won the three
sets by scores of 25-21, 28-26,
and 25-15. But the next day, the
Mariners made even shorter work
of the Bearcats, picking up victories 25-15, 25-15, and 25-12.
The Mariners have been a force
during the second semester. The
Mariners have won all nine matches they’ve played this semester and
have only lost four sets in those
nine games. In fact, the Mariners
only lost 13 sets all season.
With a record of 21-2, the
Mariners will finish in first place
in the PacWest standings, two
points ahead of second place
UFV Cascades.
The Mariners will now head
into the 2014 PacWest provincials as the league’s number one
seed. The provincials are scheduled from February 20-22 and
will be held in North Vancouver. For more information on the
Mariners, including their results,
visit <mariners.viu.ca>.
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Student Showcase
Kimberley Kemmer

Philip Gordon

Kim Kemmer is a third year Creative Writing major at Vancouver Island
University. Her work has been featured in the 2013 of Portal magazine and
will be featured in the upcoming 2014 edition. In 2012, Kim won the Kevin
Robert’s Poetry Award Scholarship. “The Falconer” was inspired by Mongolian
golden eagle hunters.

Philip is a VIU student majoring in Creative Writing, with a focus on poetry. His
favorite poems to write are love poems, but he also enjoys introspection and novelty of form in execution as well. He spends most of his time reading and writing,
but also plays a few instruments, and occasionally dabbles in video games.

The Falconer

cross-cat

I have waited for you.
Since the day I was born, I have waited
To hold your weight within my arms,
and send your body soaring.

adjective night adrift in ambling
hours, rolled pavement
strip lined by high-

I watched my father daily.
With fear and wonder, I would watch
How he held your body gently
and confined you just the same.

way. up the day-yellow
middle, a stout-faced
tabby treads; determinedly opposite.

I saw him let you go once.
You sprang with freedom, and I saw
a flash of fear within your wings,
and he confined you just the same.

long lake nurseries

My father hasn’t named you.
You are his, but not in name.
He says you aren’t his to title,
But you’re his to wield and fly.
One day, I will fly too.
In your breast, my goals will sail
upon these lofty Mongol hills
into the flesh of my next meal.

the little brown conifers
in that barbed wire lot
are dying
or not born
the sign reminds
of being watched
but who would be caught
stealing trees—
taking dead things
away?
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February
SUN 16

MON 17

TUE 18

WED 19
TheatreOne presents
Emerging Voices
Staged Readings:
Blue Haven by
Michael Armstrong
Nanaimo Centre Stage,
25 Victoria Rd
$5 sgstd. donation
7:30pm

SUN 23
Free Beginning
Genealogy

MON 24

Harbourfront library

Do You Need Your
Teeth Cleaned?
Nanaimo campus, bldg.
180, room 560

FREE
1:30-3:30pm

(viu.ca/dentalclinic/
index.asp)
Until Feb 27, 8am-4pm

SUN 2

MON 3

2nd Anniversary
Community Potluck
and Jamboree
Hub City Cycles, 12
Lois Lane

Downstairs Acme, 14
Commercial St

FREE
6-10

$5 sgstd donation
6:30-9:30pm

TUE 25
Free Meditation
Class
McMillan Arts
Centre, 133
Macmillan Street,
Parksville
FREE
5:30-7pm

TUE 4

WED 26
Cabaret

WED 5

FRI 21

SAT 22

Writers @ Work:
Jane Monro and
Cynthia Flood
Nanaimo campus,
bldg. 355, Liberal
Studies Lounge
FREE
2:30-4pm

Oral Presentation
Workshop
Nanaimo campus,
bldg. 305, room 444
FREE
(register: 250-7533245 local 2704)
10am-12pm

Brent Butt: Almost
a Movie Star

THURS 27

FRI 28

Brett Martin Live
Stand Up Comedy

Bailey Studio, 2373
Rosstown Rd

$20
8-10pm

THURS 20

Port Theatre, 125
Front St
$37.50
7:30pm

SAT 1

The Cambie, 63
Victoria Cr

Moths & Locusts,
88 Mile Trip and
Chunkasaurus
The Cambie, 63
Victoria Cr

Wand, Colliding
Canyons and Coal
Moon
The Vault Café,
499 Wallace St

$12
9pm

Tickets TBA
9pm

$8
8pm

THURS 6

FRI 7

SAT 8

Jazz CD Release
Party

Contribute to The Nav:
<associate@thenav.ca>

Letters to the editor:
<editor@thenav.ca>

Advertise with The Nav:
<ads@thenav.ca>
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